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Now Jeffrey M.Dvd movie 2: Hidden Hazards in Kids' Meals: Genetically Engineered Foods
Shocking analysis results, inadequate rules and warnings from eminent scientists explain so why
GM foods are dangerous and really should be removed from kids' meals. DVD 1: Unnatural
Selection This spectacular, award-earning documentary by Bertram Verhaag and Gabriele Krö This
arranged will impact customer perceptions and buying behaviors.  Vandana Shiva, Andrew Kimbrell,
Percy Schmeiser and others, explain uncontrollable, self-replicating GM contamination, failed crops,
farmer suicides, and new GM animals that threaten organic populations. A fast-paced thriller of
industry manipulation and political collusion, coupled with lucid descriptions of genetic engineering
and guidance on how to protect yourself as well as your family members. "Meticulously researched,
excellently photographed" -Ökomedia   Smith's best-selling publication is definitely paired with a new
DVD and CD set that shows how genetically altered organisms (GMOs) put our health and wellness
and environment at risk. The dramatic story of how college student behavior in a Wisconsin college
was changed with a healthy diet provides added inspiration to make a change. It features Jeffrey
Smith and greater than a dozen researchers and experts.ber reveals harsh outcomes of genetic
engineering on 3 continents. Sound CD: You're Consuming WHAT? Jeffrey Smith's riveting one-hour
talk.  Seeds of Deception This is the top-rated, best selling reserve in the world on GM foods. Smith
exposes the serious health dangers of genetically altered foods and the corporate cover-up. "Best
Film," (CineEco, Portugal), "Best Long Creation," (IEFF, Brazil), and "Best Journalistic Achievement,"
(IEFF, Germany).
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The WHYS & READ THIS BOOK and send it to friends. Jeffrey M Smith is a compelling writer on
the risks of GMO food. This publication and video package changed my life. I have so much more
knowledge & We must become educated about GMO foods and support State's efforts to obtain
GMO or non-GMO labeling placed on all food stuffs sold at food markets. They are hidden inside
our everyday lives. Consuming organic/nonGMO is what keeps my children healthy. Extremely well
documented. Wonderfully done in a manner that was possible for the . The movies and audio are
excellent for posting with others. The DVD's are awesome. This reserve reveals the inside tale and
the cover-ups that the meals industry and the federal government don't desire us to know. It will
cause you to mad and also determined to do this to stop this assault on the country's health and
well-becoming. What Monsanto and other mega-food corps are doing to our food source and our
health is completely criminal. The DVD about the adjustments in college student behavior at senior
high school once the cafeteria changed the meals to natural, wholesome foods was astounding.
Jeffrey can be an incredible professional on all things GMO and is a respected advocate. insight as
to WHY GMO foods are dangerous. What is happening to your food is a national tragedy that
needs to be stopped today. Must reading if thinking about GMO/GE foods and what Monsanto is
doing to us.. I in fact fulfilled him, and he's an excellent guy. Wonderfully done in a fashion that was
easy for the lay man to understand. I am passing this to everyone I know to watch. Excellent in all
respects. Educate your friends and relations, Information about our foods Fortunately, some years
back, we shifted to purchasing almost NO processed foods. Thank heavens.If necessary, we
browse the fine print ingredient list on any packaged foods. We avoid packaged foods made up of
additives. But "Seeds" notes that the problem will not have to be outlined! Well presented and
apparent.!!!!The video, Foods, Inc., and the set of Seeds of Deception present intensely useful
commentary on the subject of our USA food source and its own management. Nice book. HOWS
of staying away from GMO foods. A must read. Just think of the tremendous changes in both
behavior and educational achievement that may be occurring across this nation if schools would just
change their GMO meals to all natural, organic foods.. Four Stars Good information. The book is
can't-put-it-down engaging, though in a fairly horrifying way, given the problems it addresses. A lot
more important now that Oregon dropped our bid to require GMO labeling by about 3000 votes.
Great GMO education All of this details is excellent.! Even with my existing understanding of
genetically modified foods, including schooling with Smith himself, I discovered a whole lot from the
publication and from the videos. Jeffrey Smith really knows his stuff. I actually sent out a bunch a
few years ago as Xmas gifts, and still send this book to individuals who are clueless about GMOs.
Jeffrey Smith has done a great support to the American general public by writing this publication. A
great reality check. Should be required reading for all grocery managers and farmers. I purchased 4
copies and approved them out to friends. Five Stars Excellent! The film is certainly informative . I
purchased to talk about with others to start out the debate in my neighborhood about GMO's . I
also showed additional informational movies. I've all his books and video clips and consider them a
really good device in explaining GMOs. extremely informative and written about an even that anyone
can ... extremely informative and written in an even that anyone may understand. In case you are
the least interested in the food you eat you will want to read this book. Five Stars Very enlightening.
Three Stars Came in good shape.It is scary. informative This is one among the DVD's I have
purchased on this issue and shared it with friends. GREAT PRODUCT GREAT PRODUCT Five Stars
A must go through for every true American.
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